
Instructions to Generate Violation Report by Innovus 
These instructions explain a manual method for generating violation report by Innovus. You may 
also use the evaluator provided on contest webpage to do these steps automatically (see step 7).  

1. Prepare LEF file and DEF file, and start Innovus. Here we use the testcase 
“ispd19_sample4.tgz” which you can download from 
http://www.ispd.cc/contests/19/index_2019.htm#benchmarks.  
 

2. After extracting the testcase ispd19_sample4, you can see the following files. 
a. ispd19_sample4.input.lef // given LEF file 
b. ispd19_sample4.input.def // given DEF file 
c. ispd19_sample4.input.guide // given global routing guide 
d. ispd19_sample4.solution.good.def // contains good routing solution 
e. ispd19_sample4.solution.bad.def // contains bad routing solution 

 
3. Load the LEF and DEF files 

a. To load LEF file, type “loadLefFile <LEF file name>” in the Innovus command line. 
For testcase ispd19_sample4, you can do “loadLefFile ispd19_sample4.input.lef” 
in the command line. 

 
 

b. To load DEF file, type “loadDefFile <DEF file name>” in the Innovus command 
line. For testcase ispd19_sample4, you can do “loadDefFile 
ispd19_sample4.solution.bad.def” in the command line. 

 



c. Now you can visualize routing solution in the Innovus GUI for testcase 
ispd19_sample4. If you cannot see nets displayed on the GUI, please click the 
highlighted icon in the following picture. 

 

 

4. To verify DRC, click “Verify” in the menu bar, then click “Verify DRC…”, and click “OK” in the pop-
up window. You can also type “verify_drc -report <report file name>” in the Innovus command 
line. Either way, a geometry violation report will be generated in the same folder. A sample DRC 
report file is shown below, which shows the DRC violation type and location. 

 



 

 

 

5. To verify connectivity, click “Verify” in the menu bar, then click “Verify Connectivity…”, select 
“Regular Only” in the “Net Type” and click “OK” in the pop-up window.  

 
You can also type “verifyConnectivity -type regular -report <report file name>” in the Innovus 
command line. Either way, a connection violation report will be generated in the same folder. 
Part of a sample connectivity report is shown below. 

 

6. To see a violation-free solution, load “ispd19_sample4.solution.good.def”. After verifying DRC, 
you will have the following two reports showing no violation. 

 



 
 
 

 
 

7. We will provide an evaluator script to read the two reports and output a score. The evaluator 
will be provided by 12/15/2018. 


